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Abstract. Currently the online game market continues growing, but there is an 
absence of appropriate strategies of corporation. In addition the strategic game 
management has been required to respond the reaction of customers as time 
goes by. So in this study, we analyze the typical forms of user types in 
MMORPG (Massive Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game) based on PLC. 
We suggested that there is a difference in the ratio of user types as fighter, lead-
er, socialiser and trader of PLC’s phase. Also we presented the service lineup 
for retaining the users in each phase. 
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1 Introduction 

The game industry and user popularity continue growing throughout the world. For 
the sustained growth, the game developing companies are focusing on finding new 
and diverse ideas in terms of the way to play and the game contents. According to the 
Korea Creative Content Agency Report 2011, the worldwide game market is esti-
mated over $84.8 billion which is of 0.2% growth in comparison to the year before. 
Currently, video games have the biggest market share; arcade games are second, fol-
lowed by online games, mobile games and PC games. For the recent trend of arcade 
game shrinks and the fast growth of online game, however, they assumed that the 
online game would occupy the biggest game market share soon. An online game is an 
internet-based game which is capable of supporting worldwide multiple players play-
ing together, and MMORPG (Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games) is a 
representative form. 

In case of MMORPG, thousands of game products just have showed up and got 
disappeared in a very fast cycle, as opposed to the overall market has been growing. 
This would be from several reasons, and the first is because MMORPG games have 
developed in exclusive way; until they open for the public test, the developing process 
goes strongly under secure. To make one final game product, the whole developing 
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process takes high costs and high risks. Thus the game developing companies collect 
the developing costs early and compose the portfolio for sales diversification. In addi-
tion, many of them have imitated few succeeded examples rather than considering 
user attributes or trends, and it results deterioration of quality in the overall game 
industry (Hana Financial Management Institute, 2007). Hence, the purpose of this 
study is to suggest a strategy for promoting sustainable growth of MMORPG game 
industry by user analysis. 

2 Theoretical Background and Previous Research 

2.1 MMORPG 

MMORPG is a representative genre of internet-based video games. Players perform 
their given roles by controlling their own avatars, which represent users self in 2D or 
3D game environment. MMORPGs provide a naturalistic setting where millions of 
users voluntarily immerse themselves in a graphical virtual environment and interact 
with each other through avatars (Yee, 2006). MMORPGs strongly reflect gamers’ 
attributes. 

2.2 Product Lifecycle Management(PLM) 

In case of most products, user types or attributes keep changing depends on PLC 
(Product Life Cycle); user types getting more varied and profits increasing until a 
certain point. PCL shows changes of profit condition from introduction until the dis-
solution, and it can be divided into four stages: Introduction stage, growth stage, ma-
turity stage and saturation-decline stage. 

PLM (Product Lifecycle Management) is the process of constructing information 
and data share environment for all the interested parties (Jun, 2010). PLM is aimed to 
find proper strategies for dealing with changing business world. According to Game 
Planning Theory (2003) published in the Korea Computer Game Society, online 
games have different characteristics under each lifecycle stage Table 1. 

Table 1. The life-cycle of online games 

Introduction 
Stage 

Growth Stage Maturity Stage Saturation and 
Decline Stage 

- sales game pack-
ages 
- Fee-charging 
- new customers 
join in 

- new customers 
increasing 
- simultaneous 
log-ins are on the 
rapid increase 
- sever extension, 
updating contents 

- server extension 
slowed down 
- new customers 
join stands still 
- simultaneous 
log-ins stand still 

- existing custom-
ers withdraw 
- new customers 
decrease 
- simultaneous 
log-ins decreasing 
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2.3 User Classification 

At MMORPG’s world, the game players interact to each other while playing indivi-
dually. MMORPG game players’ characteristics can be classified by game types, 
lifecycle stages, and even what server they connect to. We attempt to restructure sev-
eral former scholars’ player type classification. 

Bartle’s study(1996) classify as ‘killer’ who feel fun from outstanding themselves 
among others. And they have a pleasure from attacking and harassing other players. We 
redefined the ‘killer’ as ‘fighter’. Lim(2007) suggested in MMORPG, players are trying 
to organize the ‘guild’ that cause of many kinds of issues as battle or alliances. In this 
case they keep causing some process that adjusting crisis and conflict or cooperate with 
each other. In such a confused situation there is a leader who carries out role such as 
adjusting dispute between clan member, establishing strategy, implementing strategy and 
assigning the task. There is one type of user that Barttle(1996), Jung(2006), and 
Do(2009)’s study being classified in common. It is the most common players who con-
sider interaction and relationship with other players importantly. It can be defined as 
‘socialiser’. According to Jung(2009), games are become more popular, the trade market 
of the game items and accounts in the real world is more activated. In addition, there are 
some players who are trying to make money by game playing professionally. It means 
that there some players who are trying to buy a rare items or high class of avatar because 
of deficiency of playing time. They can be defined as ‘trader’. As mentioned above, we 
classified user type as ‘Fighter’, ‘Leader’, ‘Socialiser’ and ‘Trader’. 

3 Developing Process 

This research is focused on the analysis of component ratio of players’ types and core 
services that they want. So we plan to conduct a survey of MMORPG players for finding 
the ratio by user types. We also plan to examine the ratio by user types are depends on 
the product life cycle stages. 

First of all, designate representative game of MMORPG and then proceed our study 
through user survey. Analysis PLC of game based on time, categorize server that phased 
opened. And then, analysis user type through survey with a selected sample of user of 
each server as shown in the Figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Research design 

4 Expected Outcomes 

This study expected outcomes as below of service, major customer, and main proper-
ties in MMORPG as shown in the Figures 2 ~ Figure 4. 
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Fig. 2. Component ratio of players’ types 

 

Fig. 3. Service lineup for each player’s types 

 

Fig. 4. Core services for sustainable growth 
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The success of game is decided by the number of paid user. The purpose of 
MMORPG service is that increasing and sustaining of users steadily. As you can see in 
the Figure 3, user is formed around user who enjoys game at the beginning. However, 
the forming of new game service market and item dealing service appear from  
extending service. So, such as Figure 4 new service has to renew and push ahead service 
development that is customized user’s expectation standards which increase steadily. 
Through this service development, it’s easy to create new opportunities. 

5 Conclusions 

For the sustain growth of MMORPGs, we suggest to establish strategies on the basis 
of players’ characteristics. Previous studies have shown that game players have dif-
ferent characteristics depending on the PLC process. The findings from this study 
would suggest the following: 

First, promote games to consider user-incentive strategies in conjunction with cam-
paigns; a campaign can be used as a good marketing tool to gather numbers of people 
with similar characteristics. Second, promotion events should be planned based upon 
PLC and player characteristics under each stage. It also should never forget that game 
player characteristics could be constrained on a per-server basis. Teasing out what play-
ers need in every product lifecycle stage is very important. Third, note the service deli-
very strategy from Microsoft, which was based upon their product life cycle. It would 
give lessons timing to the companies planning for huge projects like most MMORPGs 
about proper launching timing. 
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